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i am earandhere.

i miss all as all [i speak where i can].
abstraction [sum].

body is[born and sustained through] sacrifice.

i see mind seek immortality and omnipotence through sacrifice.

i see mind over body - mind rooting divide in subtraction of orgasmic from being[beingintheworld] to body to part[orgasm] to non

i see mind rage [Laing] - where there was once here - raping here.

seeyouhere [appealing].

argument [syllogism].

i, bodimentofbeing [eg Laing]

iam

bwhoherenow

lookdown.

iambody

in

Pain.

The mutual repulsion of profane and sacred [Gould on sacred Hindu law].

profanity [of body] is polluted in embodying [pollution in her] and the sacrifice [decay and death - of zeroing body] - purifies sacred.1

pain embodimentofbeing [eg Kierkegaard guilts] therefore pain placematterenergytime [Zeno on placematterenergytime]

placematterenergytime therefore physics [physics - enlightenment testing ground for cause and effect. Einstein is the light speed observer - observing as fast as impossible with all else in train]slaved]. Newton masters gravity. Chaos is unpredictable slave. Second law of thermodynamics is mastery of slavery. Determinism - master[cause] and slave[effect] - exposed.]

physics therefore chemistry [cell bodies], biology [organic bodies], psychology [human body], sociology [human bodies]

physics therefore economy [shop - supply of body mastered and demand of body slaved], therefore law [keep shop] and policy [shop front]

---

physics therefore mathematics [dominating human language. the right angle [triangle, hypotenuse, point of view] from Pythagorus and the zeroing of infinity from Indian grammar as void shape [the view of] mind.]

physics of mathematics therefore philosophy of mathematics [the form of Plato called first cause by Aristotle and named one by Parmenides and Ptolemy mythologise shape as truth.]

mathematics therefore logic [proofing the dominance of mathematics as dominant perspective. Leibniz puts one[everything] and zero[nothing] in Aristotle’s syllogism and Boole starts crunching medium of english.]

language therefore body [language is metaphor - the naming of]

therefore is am i [who] was seen before [then]

and therefore pain is becoming in between being

inbetweenbeing - etheranderos - heavenandearth

and [therefore] creation becomes kill[determined] [sacrifice].

sense [evidence].

inaffinity i body being in words [sound] in paper [light] in hand [body] and water [blood] and

inaffinity [analogy] i syllogism.

i syllogism to immortality [aim of mind] and syllogism immortality to death [target].

i deal summarily with

logic [Aristotle, Leibniz, Boole, Russell and others]

language [Panini, Itkonen, Laing, Burke and others]

law [Williams, Waddams and others]

mathematics [Sarton, Kline, Weyl and others]

physics [Zeno, Pythagorus, Newton, Einstein]

chemistry [Van Helmont, Brock, Hoagland]

biology [Malthus, Darwin, Carson]

sociology [Milgram]

psychology [Skinner]

economy [Smith, Marx, Stigler, Mumford]
policy [Machiavelli, Orwell] and

mythology [Upanishads, Plato, da Vinci, Galileo, Kant].

i quote directly or quote quote from recognised source.

i use subheadings.

i sound wordsounds [eg bodyandsoul]

i emotion for sound [errors abound].

conclusion [assumptions].

beingintheworld is [the way of the world].

body is mind is being.

mind is grasping [knots] itself.

mind is lost [without body].

presumption [prediction].

beingwhole

| therefore |

letgoofyourself [advice given] and

shebehere.
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